
 

 

ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES COMMITTEE 
 

WASTE MANAGEMENT WORKING GROUP 
 

WOODHILL HOUSE, COMMITTEE ROOM 4, ABERDEEN 18 APRIL 2018 
 

Present:  Councillors: Peter Argyle (Chair), Marion Ewenson, Paul Johnston, Stephen 
Calder (skype), Michael Roy, Eileen Durno, and Ron McKail, Mark Findlater 
(for Ian Mollison). 

  
Officers: Waste Manager - Ros Baxter, Team Manager - Processing and 
Disposal - Matt Davis, Team Manager, Collections and Cleansing - Andy 
Sheridan Strategic Development Officer - Kat Laakso, Waste Support Leader 
(Service Support & Development) – Yvonne D’Ambruoso, Waste Management 
Officer (Policy) – Katrina Clark, Waste Support Leader (Processing & Disposal 
(North)) - Caroline Roff, Waste Support Leader (Collections & Cleansing 
(North)) – Claire Loney, Sallie Antill, Waste Support Leader (Collections & 
Cleansing (Central)). 

 
Apologies:    Ian Mollison  
 

1. DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS. 
 

Paul Johnston – chair of CRNS. 
 

2.  PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY 
 

In taking decisions on the undernoted items of business, the Committee agreed, in terms of 
Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010:- 
 
(1) to have due regard to the need to:- 

(a) eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation; 
(b) advance equality and opportunity between those who share a protected 

characteristic and persons who do not share it; and 
(c) foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and 

persons who do not share it, and 
 
(2) to consider, where an equality impact assessment had been provided, its contents and 

to take those into consideration when reaching a decision. 
 

3. MINUTE OF MEETING OF THE WASTE MANAGEMENT WORKING GROUP OF  
14 FEBRUARY 2018 

 
There had been circulated the Minute of the Meeting of 14 February 2018.  Members agreed 
to approve the Minute.  
 

4.   PRESENTATION ON WASTE DATA (KATRINA CLARK) 
 
Waste data plays a key role of evaluating the role we carry out. 
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It can be used to calculate our recycling rate, we have a statutory obligation to report some of 
the data to SEPA. It can help us with ensuring compliance to licence requirements and also 
helps us measure progress against targets as well as benchmarking us against other Local 
Authorities. 
 
Data is collected from refuse and recycling routes, recycling centres, transfer stations and 
recycling points. Some data is gathered from the reception sites that we send the materials 
to. Our reported recycling rate is only based on Household weights and does not include any 
commercial tonnages that we also receive. 
 
Back around 2011 to 2013 Aberdeenshire’s recycling rate had plateaued, following this we 
introduced the current waste and recycling service which did increase the recycling rate to the 
current level but unfortunately, this has now also plateaued.  
 
Questions – What is the contamination rate of our recycling? Currently around 10% for the 
mixed recycling material. 
 
How easy would it be to compare with other areas? Not very easy as the various home nations 
count different things towards the recycling rate. The relevance would have to be taken into 
account. 
 

5. WASTE STRATEGY UPDATE: ROS BAXTER (WASTE MANAGER) AND KAT 
LAAKSO (STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICER). 

 
(a) Survey Results. 

 
Context – waste composition analysis done in 2016/17 showed that around 60% of the typical 
contents of the landfill bins could have been diverted to recycling. This would give significant 
cost benefits to the Council. 
 
Just under 4000 responses to the online survey (also available as a paper copy). 85% 
completion rate for those that started the survey.  
 
Most respondents were directed to the survey through the shared Facebook links although 
other ways of publicising were used. 
 
If they had to choose, 69% of the respondents said they would prefer a smaller bin to less 
frequent collections (26%), only 5% said both. 
 
Glass recycling, 82% of respondents said they used the current bring points and HWRCs for 
recycling glass. 
 
Garden waste 69% of respondents said they recycle their grass through home composting or 
the bring sites already available. 
 
Recycling centres, 95% of people said they use the recycling centres with weekends being 
the most popular time followed by evenings. Evening use at the moment is fairly low so we 
intend to promote the fact that we have evening opening available in the summer (limited 
days/times depending on the site).  
 
Overwhelmingly, the website was noted as the favoured way to find out information about 
services available. 
 
Questions: What is the criteria of a garden village collection point – this will come later in the 
presentation. 
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One comment of concern was the low response rate for males. Is this indicative of the 
population? Actually yes, national data reflects that females are more interested in the 
recycling than the males. 
 
Has there been any weighting attempts on the survey results? We didn’t ask about people’s 
economic status but we have looked at family type data. Also looked at if people did a lot of 
recycling, then perhaps they would have less recycling but interestingly those producing a lot 
of recycling seem to also produce a lot of waste, so would appear to be big waste producers. 
 
Focus Group information 
 
Looking for more in depth information from the public by running a few focus groups at the 
same time as running the survey. 6 groups were held, one in each administrative area. There 
was a better split (51/49) female /male. The attendees were a very different mix than those 
completing the survey. 
 
Information gleaned was that recycling is still not the norm.  Residents need to feel the Council 
is also doing their bit to maximise recycling. Lots of different motivators, environment, easy to 
use, costs. The cost of recycling compared to landfill is a strong motivator, the public are not 
aware of that. People are keen on incentives to recycle. People would like clarity on what it is 
acceptable to recycle. 
 
Focus groups were asked about the acceptability of separating paper and card from the 
container dry recycling. They were generally accepting once the rationale of protecting the 
Council from increasing costs of separating the materials was explained. 
Landfill bin changes were less favoured, participants could not express a preference. For 
garden waste options, views were quite divided. Much more reflective of current 
circumstances. 
 
Overall, the focus group participants vocalised that they were happy to participate if they had 
the system explained. Stickers on bins and direct mail came in as a favoured way of getting 
information for the focus group participants. 
 
Questions – Some local authorities do have garden waste collections, why can’t we? We could 
but we would have to be able to fund it. It is one of the materials that the Council are not 
obliged to have a collection for. 
 
Do we have data on recycling dependant on the house type for flats for example? Not really, 
it is something that we have anecdotal information on. 
  
Comment – bigger bins will get filled. In spring clear outs people will fill any available space 
before going to the recycling centre and separating the waste. Similarly garden waste 
collections may only need to be for a seasonal period. Also comment on reward for using the 
recycling centre with electronic or other methods 
. 
Comment on not finding out enough information prior to making any changes to services. We 
do have to remember that we are not just looking to encourage those that don’t recycle at all 
but to encourage more recycling from those that already are engaged. We also need to make 
the system easy. 
 
Will there be more focus groups for those that don’t recycle? We will aim to engage with more 
people as part of our communications plan. 
 
Did we have to have an external contractor for the focus groups? It makes the discussion more 
objective, not like a Council public meeting. 
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(b) Options Appraisal 
 

Need to determine collection options that best deliver strategy objectives and statutory targets.  
Handout of options provided and grading results. 
 
Discussion 
 
1 – General feedback 
 
Garden waste complicates process considerably. Suggest remove that from assessments 
altogether. We have (following the appraisal) ruled out a garden collection but have given the 
additional option of bring garden points to mitigate issues for the public. 
 
Do think that the options will increase recycling. Potentially more potential to use local 
gardening groups. Is there another option for education and using third sector organisations? 
We would not be able to create more local ‘dumping’ areas due to legal issues. Squeezing the 
residual capacity may help reduce the amount of grass in residual bins. 
 
Alternative solution for garden waste would go some way to alleviate the issue. Will there be 
a future heavier hand required? Seems acceptable to some with an additional bin, perhaps 
not for all. 
 
One comment not sure about weightings. Other things, priorities may not be quite right. 
Options that we have are based on known, not getting us to percentages that we want for 
recycling. The options will give improvements but possibly to another plateaux. 
 
Principle is that we want to divert materials out of the residual bin. 
 
2 – Views on options 3 & 4.  
 
Can’t rule out public acceptability, education is key. Round the table consensus is that unless 
garden collections are weekly, they are not viable.  
  
3 - Views on new criteria proposed for seasonal garden waste points.  
 
Need to think about alternatives for communities that are smaller than those with the garden 
waste bring points. 
 
To bring communication programme to next WMWG. Will be continuing with education and 
increasing the recycling rate in advance of any potential service changes. 
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(c) Timescales for strategy development 
  

April 2018 Finalise strategy and supporting policies 

May/June 2018 Pre-consultation reviews: 
• Head of Service 
• Director 
• SLT – 16th May 2018 
• PBSG – 6th June 2018 
• ISC – 21st June 2018 

September 2018  Consultation (public, area committees and internal services) 

November 2018  ISC approval – 29th November 2018 

January 2019  Full Council (if required) – 17th January 2019 

2019 Zero Waste Scotland funding application, procurement 
process, planning for implementation 

April 2020 onwards Implementation 

 
6. FUTURE MEETING DATES FOR 2018  

 
Wednesday 29 August 2018, 10:00am 
Wednesday 07 November 2018, 10:00am 

 
All are to take place in Committee Room 4, Woodhill House. 
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